EXECUTIVE QUALIFICATION FAST-TRACK OPTIONS

Executive Qualification Fast-Track is an option created for those unique leaders who wish to accelerate their Executive Qualification. This qualification option requires achieving at least 4,500 Group Sales Volume (GSV) in either one or two months, with the final month requirement being at least an unencumbered 2,000 GSV (please see below for details).

1–One month Fast-Track to Executive
• Achieve 100 Personal Sales Volume (PSV) and 4,500 GSV in one month.
  Note: If someone in your downline achieves 4,500 GSV in one month, you are also required to have at least 2,000 GSV in addition to theirs (this includes Fast-Tracking Distributors in your downline).

2–Two month Fast-Track to Executive
• Achieve a total of 4,500 GSV in two consecutive months.
  - Finish the first month (LOI* month) with at least 100 PSV and 1,000 GSV.
    Note: If someone in your downline is also doing the one- or two-month Fast-Track option, you will not be able to count their GSV towards your own qualification.
  - Finish the second (final) month with at least 100 PSV and 2,000 GSV.
    Note: If someone in your downline is also doing the one- or two-month Fast-Track option, you will not be able to count their GSV towards your own qualification.

Be careful when determining which accounts should use the Fast-Track option. Volume from a Fast-Tracking downline will not count towards the Fast-Track requirements of the upline.

Executive Qualification Fast-Track is an automated option and will be automatically processed the first time that a Distributor achieves the minimum requirements for either the one- or two-month Fast-Track option. The volume from a Fast-Tracking downline will not count towards the Fast-Track requirements of the upline.

If a Distributor has been a Qualifying Executive in the past and wishes to enter Executive Qualification again, they must submit a signed LOI to the Company.

Any Distributor who selects the Fast-Track option will not qualify to participate in the Mega Performance Bonus Pool for the first month they Fast-Track. That month will be counted as their LOI month. Fast-Tracking Distributors who select the two-month qualification option may qualify to earn shares in the second month. Fast-Tracking Distributors will also count as a share to their upline in the month(s) that they Fast-Track, provided the monthly requirements are met.

*Letter of Intent